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ABSTRACT
The generalized Koenig's theorem and de Montessus"s theorem are two classical results concerning the convergence of the rows of the Pade table for meromorphic functions. Employing a technique that was recently developed for the analysis of vector extrapolation methods, refined versions of these theorems are proved in the present work. Specifically, complete expansions,for the numerators and denominators of Pade approximants are derived. These expansions are then used 'to obtain (1) precise asymptotic rates of convergence of the poles of the Pade approximants to the corresponding poles, simple or multiple, of the meromorphic function in question, and (2) the precise asymptotic behavior of the error in the relevant Pade approximants. One important feature of the asymptotic results derived in this work is that these are expressed in tenns of a very small number of parameters. Approximations of optimal accuracy to multiple poles and the principal parts of the corresponding Laurent expansions are also constructed.
INTRODUCTION
00
Suppose that we are given a power series LC{Zi representing a function 1 (z) , so that Dmk (z ,z -,...,1 ) where Dmk (OO,Ol, ... , Ole) is the detenninant ( 1.2) (1.3) (1.4) (1.5) and Cm+l j .
S/z) =LCiZ', j =0,1,2,....
i=O
. cm+1e (1.6) For details see, for example, Baker [1] or Baker and Graves-Morris [2] .
There are two classical theorems concerning the convergence of the rows of the PaM 
2). Then(I)qj(m,k)=qj+o(am)asm 4 oo ,and (2)Qm.t(z)=Q(z)+o(am)asm 4 00 •
The case k=l, i.e., that of a single simple pole, of this theorem was given by Koenig [10] .
The theorem also follows from a closely related theorem of Hadamard [6] , and it was proved also in Golomb [3] and, more recent1~, in Gragg and Householder [5] . Proofs of 'Theorem 1.1 for the case of k simple poles can also be found in Householder [7] and Gragg [4] . and [2] . In the present work we give a ne}Y proof of this theorem, which also provides a refinement over all previous proofs.
In Section 3, we shall restate and refine (m) to construct an approximation to z that has an optimal rate of convergence. In fact,
we show that
as m~oo.
CO j=l
In addition. we show that the (o>-l)st derivative with respect to~of the polynomial~kQmA:(~-l)
has exactly one zero. lIz(m) say. that satisfies +O[I;IRl m ] asm~oo. an optimal rate of convergence. Le.
• the error associated with it tends to zero like 0 (I z /R Im) as
m~oo.
In Section 6 we show that Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 are applicable to the problem of determining some of the important parameters in generalized Dirichlet series.
We begin our treatment by giving some technical preliminaries in Section 2. A , which satisfies
Proof: The proof of part (a) follows from the fact that (2.11) and (2.12) imply (1) as O~O, and the assumption in (2.13), it follows that the right hand side of (2.19) is asymptotically equivalent to do(o)/doo(o) as 0~O. From this we obtain (2.14) with (2.15).
Let us denote the remaining zeros qf'l'a(A.) by )..
0>+1~j~k, being the zeros of the polynomial 1
(2.20)
i.e., T p (O;tl, ... ,tie) is the sum of all possible products of p of the tj(O), 1~j~k. It can be shown that 00
As is known
Combining (2.21) and (2.22), and invoking (2.13), in the order
Recalling that t j (0) = A.j (O)-A. , 1~j~k, and employing (2.23) with q = 1, (2. 16a) follows.
"
Assume now t}lat A. *0, and consider (2.23)
After some tedious manipulations it can be shown that
Employing (2.23) in (2.25), we obtain
from which (2.16b) follows easily.
As for the proof of part (c), we first note that (2.17) now follows from (2.29) in the same way (2.14) follows from (2.19). 0
Note: (2.14) implies that, to lowest order, A/(f,), 1~I~co, are uniformly distributed over a cir-A de with center A and 'with radius that is shrinking to zero.
Then, whether (2.13) is satisfied or not, Proof: Left to the reader. 0
For future use we rewrite (1.5) in the form (2.32a) (2.32b) (2.33) as q~00 • Needless to say, for 00" =1 l;.,o(n) =l;.,
Note: Roughly speaking. the results in Theorem 3.1 imply that (1) if~;l and~-;l have the same multiplicity and I~-ll < I~-;ll. then the~ll(n). the approximations to~-l. will have more accuracy than the~-;}(n). the approximations to~;l;
if I~-ll = I~-;ll and~-l has multiplicity smaller than that of~-;l. then~ll(n) will have more accuracy than~-;}(n); (3) in general. the accuracy of the~jil(n) for fixed j increases with increasing k; has dominant asymptotic behavior n P t;t1L
(3.14) p. h=l+l uniformly in any compact subset of K\{~ll, ... ,~;l}, where
The 0 (n P I~t+1Z III) term in (3.14) is. in fact, 0 (nP-11~t+1Z III) when p > 0, 0 (nP"'+11~t+r+lz III) when p = 0 (~=r) and t+r < v. and 0 ( I~z III) wlien P;= 0 (~r) and t+r = v.
Note: As will become clear in the next sections, the proofs for the case in whiGh f (z) has onlY simple poles is not very difficult technically. The presence of the multiple poles. however. complicates every stage of the proofs considerably. where Emk(~'~) is the only term in this expansion that depends on g(z) and thus on~. When
The exact form of Emk(~'~) will be described through an example at the end of the proof of this theorem.
Proof: For the sake of simplicity we shall first assume that g (z) in (4.1) is a polynomial. lbis
1\
implies that A(m .~) =0 in (4.5) for·m > deg g (z) and As (n .~) =0 in (4.7) for n +s-l > deg g (z) . which follows from (4.11).
Proof of Theorem 3.1: We begin by observing that the determinants 'Y in the expansion (4.12) are polynomials in n. Therefore, the asymptotic behavior of the multiple sum in (4.12) is determined by the products rfJ~k1·Thus, the most dominant term in this sum is that for which that all these tenns are of order n Y1t 1l (~/+1/~/)1I for n~00. for some nonnegative integers "(. Now let a be the maximum of the "(·s.
A careful analysis of the tenns that fonn Emk(~'~) shows that they grow at most like nP~(~~/)1I for n~00. where~is a nonnegative integer. But since~is arbitrary. we can set = 0 by choosing a slightly larger value for~.
Combining all the above. we obtain the 0 (e(n)) tenn in (3.6). The validity of the claim that a =p if all poles having modulus equal to I~tll are simple will become clear through the discussion that leads from The proof of (3.9)-(3.10) is much more involved and requires a careful analysis of Dmk(~) in the neighborhood of~s' ISs St. We start by noting that . 'i Z[si;jplC[8] Thus the corollary to Lemma 2.3 'applies with dj(o) =_1~Dmk(~s) and 0 =0 (n). and this i! d~' s proves (3.9) and'(3.1O). (3.11) and (3.12)'follow from Part (b) of Lemma 2.3 and the fact that
..!--!Ljj _{o(,rtos(n)) asn -+,00 forO~i~Ps'
The last asymptotic relation follows from (4.16). zero. then the sequence rr(n)} has a convergent subsequence with a nonzero limit r .for otherwise all convergent subsequences of rr(n)} would have a zero limit. implying that lim r(n) = O.
/I""""
1\ which is impossible. This then proves the assertio~above. Since now N s ;t O. ultimately all members of the subsequence {N s (n q )} are bounded away from zero. and this guarantees that
is the most dominant tenn in the asymptotic behavior of (~I (n q )_~)oo. as q~00.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 0
Note that in all of the dominant tenns described in Theorem 3. In order to achieve the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need some additional auxiliary results.
We start by noting that the nUlI!erator offmk. (z) in (1.4) can be replaced by
by (1.3). We choose to take q =m-k+l =n. This is not essential, but it simplifies things a little. 
Thenf (z)-s" (z) has the expansion where (5.5)
with M (~) as defined in (4.6).
Proof: (5.6) follows by bounding the right nanQ side of
The proof of (5.5) is based on the observation that
Now, apply the identity in (4.9) to [n+;+l] in (5.8) with a= nand~= i+1. 
Then FmJc(z), the numerator determinant on the right hand side of (5.2), has the expansion (5.10)
where GmJc (z ,~) is the only term in this expansion that depends on g (z) and thus on~. When
is a polynomial GmJc (z ,~) == 0 for m~deg g (z) . The exact form of GmJc (z ,~) will be described through the example-considered in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that the multiple sum in (5.10) is empty when v =t.
Proof: For the sake of simplicity, again we shall first assume that g (z ) 'is a polynomial. This A A implies that B(n I~'Z) == 0 for n > deg g (z) in ( We first treat the case in which v > t. For this case the most dominant part of the multiple sum on the right hand side of (5.10) is the sum of those terms wi~indices j olo,hl l""'Jic I" = 10,11,...,1p 1020,...,2Pz,...,tO,...,tp, ,jl, O~l~Pj' t+1~j~t+r. By (4.23) , a tenn with the indices above is of order nl1t1l1~/+lI11.
Therefore, the most dominant behavior of the sum above is detennined by those tenns with t+I~j~t+J!, I = p, c.!. the discussion covering (4.22)-(4.24). CQnsequently, the most dominant '.ll .....lp,.ffi'(z) A careful analysis of the tenns that fonn GmJc (z ,~) shows that they~row at most like rr,II (~z)1I for n~00.
1\
Combining all the above, we see that when v > t H (n ,z) is the dominant part of FmJc (z) and
is of order (1t~l+lz)1I for n~00, and when v = t FmJc(z) is of order (~z)1I for n~00. This, combined with (3.6), results in (3'.13) with q=O. (3.14) and (3.15) follow by combining (5.13) and (3.6) and invoking (3.7) and (A.I8) from the appendix.
The assertions about unifonn convergence of f mJc(z) and unifonnness of (3.13) with q=O 1\ and of (3.14) are seen to be valictby the facts thin Bji (z) are unifonnly bounded in any compact 1\ subset of K\{~11, ....~;l} and tha~B(n,~,z) is unifonnly bounded in any compact subset of K and for all n, c.f. (5.6).
Finally, the assertions about unifonn convergence of f~)(z), and unifonnness of (3.13) with q=1,2,... , can be seen to be valid by a cursery analysis of
in the light of Theorems 4.1 and 5.1. The details are left to the reader.
(5.14) For the proof of (3.19). we begin by noting that
The first tenn on the right hand side of (5.18) is 0 (os (n)) as n~00 unifonnly on dK s • By (5.17) When we compare (6.6), (6.2), and (6.7) with (4.5) and (4.6) we realize that they are identi- 
Let us now order the columns qsi(z) such that they appear in the order qso(Z).qsl (Z).....qsP.(z) .
P.
This requires Li =Ps (Ps+l)/2 =Us column interchanges. We note that the proofs of (4.16) for ZIO..../p, and of (4.27) for Z[sO;~1 can be achieved by gOlng through exactly the same~teps that lead to (A9) and (AI0). 
